A BRCA1-Dependent DNA Damage Response in the Regenerating Adult Peripheral Nerve Milieu.
It is not generally appreciated that DNA repair machinery has a critical role in the remodeling of neurons that adopt a regenerative phenotype. We identified that breast cancer 1 (BRCA1)-dependent DNA activity, previously well known to repair cancer cells, is active in adult peripheral neurons and Schwann cells during their injury and regeneration response. Temporary or partial loss of BRCA1 or blockade of its intraneuronal nuclear entry impaired outgrowth in neurons in vitro and impacted nerve regeneration and functional recovery in vivo. We found that distal axonal injury triggered a BRCA1-dependent DNA damage response (DDR) signal in neuronal soma. BRCA1 also supported an enabling transcriptional program of injured neurons and supporting Schwann cells. Our findings indicate that BRCA1 offers prominent functional roles in neurons and glial cells including key support for their physical and molecular integrity. Since BRCA1 mutations are common in humans, this function of BRCA1 in peripheral neurons and their glial partners warrants attention.